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100% Satisfaction Guarantee
Policy applies only to products manufactured directly by or directly
for EHS Racing. The time period for this policy is 30 days after
delivery of items, if for any reason you the customer are unhappy
with a product it can be returned to EHS Racing no questions asked.
If the product was sold directly by EHS Racing we will provide
money back, store credit, whatever the customer prefers. If item was
purchased through a dealer or distributor we can only offer a trade
allowance towards another item equal to the same value. If cash
back credit is needed it must be returned to the original place of
purchase. We do not cover or refund return shipping expenses and
original shipping expenses, these will be forfeited by customer.
After 30 days an EHS Racing product can still be returned for store
credit only up until 60 days from time of delivery. After 60 days no
returns will be accepted unless their is a manufacturer defect, but
the decisions solely lies with EHS Racing whether an item is
defective or not.

Agreement:
E HS Ra cin g m a n ufa ctures after market parts and
accessories that can be used for racing. These parts are
intended for use by professionals that have proper
experience in operating the equipment that those
products were designed for. These products are to be
installed by qualified technicians whether it be yourself or
dealer, by installing any products manufactured by EHS
Racing or directly for EHS Racing you assume all liability
for any damages direct or consequential resulting from
the installation. EHS Racing’s liability extends to product
replacement only.

Installation Instructions
12. Now that the main filter is ready to install, we need to prepare the mini filter. This filter
goes to the fast idle plunger circuit, this is a direct port to the throttle body. It sucks a lot of
air and if restricted it will stall out the ATV(2007 and some some 2008 models). You will
need to drill a 25/64 hole just to the left of the existing connection port see (Fig 9). If you do
not have a 25/64 bit a 3/8 will work its just you might have to wallow out the hole.
Once hole is drilled insert the barbed fitting into the hole and tighten the mini filter to the
fighting. On newer models without the fast idle plunger you can use the mini filter for the
crank case vent that comes from the cam access cover, to the airbox its not necessary but
can be used.
13. Reinstall the air box onto the ATV in reverse order of disassembly making sure to
connect the fast idle tube to the new fitting and filter. Also at this time you will install the air
box cover. Its a good idea to silicon the old hole where the fast idle plunger originally
mounted.
14. Start up the ATV there should be no efi warning lights present if there is more than likely
you forgot to reconnect the air temp sensor to the air box. Now is a good time take it for a brief
test drive make sure everything is and stays secure. Pay close attention that the connection
between throttle body and air boot seals properly.
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15. If you are using a EHS Lid along with the new intake mod it’s a good idea to remove some of the foam
on the backside of the upper plastic cover to allow more air to the engine (Fig 10). Use a razor knife and pull
majority with fingers and a dremel with abrasive wheel works great for the stuff that’s really stuck
16. Now that everything is working well reinstall all plastics in reverse order of disassembly.
17. Filter maintenance is important both the small and large filters need to be oiled and cleaned. If they are
properly kept and maintained they should well outlast the life of your ATV.
To service the filters we recommend at the moment until our own cleaning kits are available to use K&N
Recharger kits. They come with cleaning fluid and oil, but any cleaner/oil can be used that is designed for a
gauze screen type filter.
To clean spray cleaner generously to cover all filter surfaces, let stand for 3-5 minutes and rinse with warm
water repeat if necessary.
Air dry completely before oiling. If using spray oil or squeeze bottle cover all filter surfaces do not over oil,
once the color changes to a deeper consistent color enough oil is present (Fig 11). Make sure that the
recessed parts of filter get oil sometimes a second coat is necessary.
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